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Category: Layer 1 Protocol

ETH/USD: 2,942

BTC/ETH: .0744

https://ethereum.org/

Ethereum Block Explorer

Consensus Mechanism: 

Byzantine Fault Tolerance (BFT) 

Validator Selection Mechanism:  
Proof-of-Work 

(Q3 2022 Proof-of-Stake)

Staking Yield: 4.4% APR

Circulating Token Supply: 
120,513,044 ETH

Locked Token Supply: 38.85M ETH

Fully Diluted Tokens: N/A

US$ Circulating Market Cap: 
$354.60Bn

Crypto Market Cap Rank #: 2

PM Notes: 

1. We see 82% upside in our Base Case target of $5,382 using a 
trailing network value to transaction (NVT) multiple of 49x and 
60% year over year (YoY) transaction growth. 

2. Our Bull Case shows 184% upside at $8,347 at the same 49x 
multiple, while our Bear Case highlights a scenario where other 
L1s begin to dominate and total value locked (TVL) in Ethereum 
drops to sub 25% limiting upside at $3,900 or 33%. 

3. HODLing pays the HODLers – Ethereum will fall into net 
deflationary territory by 2.25% as we estimate a higher burn rate 
than issuance, bolstering ETH’s value at the network level. 

4. Optimistic about the Future – Zk and Optimistic Rollups like 
Arbitum and Optimism will be pillars of growth as layer 2 solutions. 
They’ll help expand network activity clearing the way for less 
friction and more transaction throughput while still maintaining 
security. 

5. Transaction Renaissance – Get ready for fast, 100k transactions 
per second (TPS) fast. Spreading the work, shards split the 
network load into pieces processed in parallel as opposed to 
handling it in a linear fashion. Part of Phase II of the consensus 
layer rollout, sharding will be a reality sometime in 2023. 

Model Assumptions

We assume a Q3 2022 go-live for ETH’s consensus layer. In our 
network issuance/staking calculations, we also assume 98% of 
validators are online and project that staked ETH continues on the 
same, linear upward trajectory until the merge occurs in Q3 2022.

In all our cases, we consider inflation in a proof-of-work (PoW) regime 
which includes a moderate net inflation rate of 1.25%, an issuance rate 
of 4.18% and a burn rate of 2.93% due to EIP-1559. After the merge, we 
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assume net inflation to be -2.28%. Current transaction growth trajectories of 61% YoY are maintained in the base 
case, while they 2x in the bull case and 1/2 in the bear case. We also assume an ETH consensus layer Phase 1 
go-live in Q3 2022 and adjust network issuance based on predicted staked ETH at that time in line with network 
economics. 

INVESTMENT THESIS

ETH has a 90 day average NVT ratio of 49 which is in line or better than other comparable networks in the layer 1 
ecosystem and may be undervalued comparatively given future upgrades. We think that the network will continue 
to be a beneficiary of new decentralized applications (dApps) and transaction growth especially as the network 
upgrades over time and barriers to entry / friction are mitigated.

NVT = Market Capitalization ($)/Transaction Volume ($); Ethereum Circ. Mkt Cap ≈$354.60Bn

Base Case – $5,382: In our base case, we see upside of 184% using a trailing NVT 49x, 60%YoY transaction 
growth and assume ETH consensus layer Phase 1 activation in Q3 2022. We also anticipate the network falling 
into slightly deflationary territory by -2.28%. Phase 1 is when proof-of-work ceases and proof-of-stake begins when 
Ethereum Mainnet merges with the Beacon Chain.  

Ethereum-reliant finance, gaming and non-fungible token (NFT) dApps like Uniswap, Axie Infinity/Decentraland and 
OpenSea and SuperRare are at an advantage since users will benefit from faster on-chain transaction execution 
times and lower gas fees which will incentivize the use of the networks where Ethereum already holds a majority 
of the market share. Popular future applications of the web3 backbone and interfaces are built on Ethereum such 
as Metamask, Brave, and Ethereum Name Service must support speed at the largest scale in the crypto universe. 
These dApps must support user growth numbers like the 70M addresses already on the network and 60% YoY 
growth as a starting point for a future user base. 

1. Sharding Forward: Sharding adds to Ethereum’s ability to scale and will lead to more participation and the 
ability to spread processing over a wider network. The concept sub-divides the network to process network 
activity in smaller chunks in parallel instead of in a linear fashion. This dramatically speeds up transaction 
processing times by many multiples and significantly lowers the barrier for validators to join the network. 
Version 1 of sharding implementation also decreases the data that validators will need to store, only requiring 
validators to store data specific to their shard and not the entire network. This is where real speed benefits 
are realized.

Sharding will be released in a series of different versions, but there is still debate on the subject on whether 

(Figure 1) Comparable L1s – NVT Multiples; Source: Coin Metrics, CoinMarketCap, Osprey Funds; Tx = Transaction, FD = Fully Diluted
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code will be executed on the shard chains. TBD on this but the ultimate difference is that even at version 
1, 64 shard chains will provide at least a ~6600x greater transaction throughput (10 to 15 TPS → 100K 
TPS). What really matters is the ability for individuals anywhere with a laptop or mobile device to eventually 
participate by running clients for sharding. This is a powerful concept, and if properly executed, will make 
Ethereum even more secure, decentralized and significantly faster with lower barriers to entry. 

2. Future is Looking to Layer 2s: Sharding will work in conjunction with scaling solutions like ZK and Optimistic 
rollups. While sharding exists at the layer 1 level, layer 2 solutions also seek to expand network capacity 
by providing additional speedways via added chains. Layer 2s are simply chains where value is transacted 
separate from the layer 1 execution layer but settled on the main chain once transactions are netted. This 
decreases the processing load on the execution level by cutting down the number of transactions while 
higher level 2 chains are freed to transact network activity. It is a specialization of work split between separate 
but interconnected chains. When sharding is combined on the main chain with layer 2 solutions, the network 
becomes even faster and more usable to support hyper growth of users and transactions on the network, 
especially if Ethereum becomes the go-to web3 protocol.

ZK and Optimistic rollups have their pros and cons, and each have their process of proving whether transactions 
are fraudulent or legitimate. Over time, maybe a preferred method of transactions will reign supreme, but both are 
solving Ethereum scalability constraints ultimately to ease congestion on the layer 1 execution chain for frictionless 
speed. Optimism, Arbitum and Immutable-X are popular examples of layer 2 scaling solutions. 

Bull Case - $8,347: In this scenario, we see upside of 184% while Ethereum continues to grow as the number 
one decentralized finance (DeFi) chain three years from now as the overall crypto industry pie grows along with 
it. We see transactions growing by double our base case, at 120% YoY with an NVT of 49x, as gaming, finance, 
collectible, and technology applications continue to be built using Ethereum as the main network. While in our bull 
case, there is the possibility for a multichain world, Ethereum will hold the lions share of transaction volume, own 
a large portion of development activity, and sets the industry gold standard. In our bull case, Ethereum further 
solidifies development as the main backbone of the next generation internet. In this case we see sharding fully 
activated and functional fulfilling the theoretical 100k TPS prediction. 

Bear Case - $3,900: In this case, we see other layer 1 solutions like Polkadot and its parachain offering eating 
into Ethereum’s market share. We assume a continued downtrend in Ethereum DeFi total value locked (TVL) 
dominance to sub 25% and transactions on the network still growing, albeit at a 50% slower rate than our 
base case rate at around 30% YoY growth with a 49x NVT. Upside is still 33% as the ecosystem grows, so will 
Ethereum’s competition with layer 1 networks like Solana and Avalanche with capture GameFi and institutional 
finance dApp market share.  

Deflation Forecast

Staked ETH is the driver of network issuance tokenomics in the new consensus layer. See Figure 2 below which 
shows the relationship between staked ETH, network issuance and validator return rate at each level of staked 
ETH.
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We’ve also projected staked ETH amounts based on the current trajectory and determined the value should be 
around 13.87M staked ETH by that time. According to the staked ETH to network issuance relationship, this puts 
the future ETH proof-of-stake max issuance rate at around .6%.

 

(Figure 2) Validating ETH Consensus Layer; Source: Ethereum Docs

Validating ETH, Inflation, and Validator 
Return Rate ETH Consensus Layer

Staked ETH on Consensus Layer - Current and Forecasted

(Figure 3) Staked ETH on Consensus Layer; Source: Ethereum Docs, Osprey Funds

(Figure 4) Projected Staked ETH after the Consensus Layer Phase 1 Goes Live; Source: Osprey Funds
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But wait, doesn’t that mean ETH is slightly inflationary? Nope. Not when we included the average burn rate, which 
is dependent on transaction activity on the network. If you consider the average burn rate at current transaction 
levels, it reveals that ETH proof-of-stake may very well become deflationary by about 2.25%. We found that 
the deflationary aspects are indirectly accretive to long term token holders and the network overall – HODLing 
essentially pays the HODLers. It pushes up price targets a bit in an ETH proof-of-stake world vs.  
without activation.

DEEP DIVE: AN INITIATION ON ETHEREUM

Ethereum is the behemoth of layer 1 protocols. There’s no denying its influence, domination, and longevity as 
the most widely used smart contract network in crypto and web3, and by a wide margin. Here are some stats – it 
currently makes up almost 1/5th of the crypto market by circulating market capitalization and is second to only 
Bitcoin. 90 day active addresses and new funded addresses on the network have grown by 50% YoY since 2020. 
Perhaps most notably, the number of addresses with a non-zero balance have grown 6x since 2020.

Some could argue it has already won the protocol war and achieved the adoption it needs to continue its 
dominance into the future. While there are still other layer 1s competing for a shiny #1 web3 trophy, ETH is still the 
heavyweight champion. It will be hard to unseat while challengers make attempted inroads at additional market 
share.

Maybe you’ve been hearing a lot about Ethereum’s planned roadmap over the years, implementation schedules, 
delays etc. We have laid the latest out below so you can see for yourself – it is closer now than it ever has been and 
has the potential to enter another era by Q3 2022:

Ethereum Serenity Upgrade

• Phase 0 – Beacon Chain Staking – this is the proof-of-stake blockchain that currently went live in 2020 and 
is operating separate from the Ethereum network. Validators are currently staking ETH to participate in the 
chain. You must have at least 32 ETH to stake, but it will be locked up until after the network merges with the 
proof-of-work chain when functionality is implemented to withdraw staked ETH. No date has been confirmed 
as to when participants can unstake.

• Phase 1 – proof-of-stake implementation where the Beacon chain is merged with Ethereum mainnet, the 
current proof-of-work chain by Q3 2022.

• Phase 2 – sharding will be implemented sometime in 2023, which will split the network into 64 chains and 
enable network activity to be processed in parallel. Doing so will potentially enable the network to reach 100k 
TPS.

TECHNICAL FEATURES / NETWORK DESIGN

Feel the Burn – EIP 1559

EIP 1559 is an Ethereum upgrade that was launched on August 4, 2021 which was developed to improve on the 
Ethereum fee system while transacting on the network. Prior to the upgrade, transaction fees were unpredictable, 
volatile and in many cases, users would end up overpaying by multiples over what they could have paid. 

1559 creates a predictable relationship between network congestion and the base network fee adjusting as needed 
– a process automatically set by users’ wallets – and saves on transaction costs. Users can adjust a tip amount 
to send to miners and in the future, to validators, to push their transaction ahead in the queue depending on how 
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quickly they want it to be processed. Miners/validators get to keep the tips that the user sets, but the base fees are 
mostly burned by the network.

You can already see EIP 1559 network upgrade in action. In the first three years / early days of ETH, inflation was 
the highest and averaged 11.3%. While it ultimately settled down to an average yearly rate of 4.36% in the two 
years leading up to EIP 1559, it was still cut by 72% on average after the burn mechanism was implemented in 
August 2021. On 14% of the days since activation, negative net inflation has occurred. For instance on January 10, 
2022 Ethereum was 1.8% deflationary. We determined network inflation by annualizing daily ETH issuance and 
subtracting burnt fees. 

Prior to the upgrade, the network’s monetary policy only incorporated issuance determined by diminishing block 
rewards over time set in network code. While there were other notable block reward decrease upgrades to the 
network in the past like the Byzatium fork in 2017 and the Constantinople fork in 2019, there was never an upgrade 
that included a burn component which actively reduced circulating supply. 

Reliably Efficient but Needs a Refresh

EVM (Ethereum Virtual Machine) is the abstraction layer that was built to provide an environment that functions like 
a distributed virtual computer where smart contracts can be executed and activity is run on the Ethereum network. 
Solidity is the language that directly enables these types of actions on the network and is EVM-specifics.

EVM and Solidity are the bases of Ethereum and while they’ve taken Ethereum to its current heights, could be a 
drag in the long run. Solidity is language specific to EVM and may create unneeded barriers to entry. Other layer 
1 solutions like Polkadot utilize WASM which is compatible with most languages like C++ or GO making onramps 
more accessible for traditional developers moving into a new, crypto-based environment. Code must also be 
compiled first before it runs on EVM which could slow the speed at which activity can be executed. 

Ethereum is looking to implement EWASM, a version of WebAssembly for Ethereum, to lower barriers of entry for 
new developers while simultaneously cutting execution time compared to the original EVM. EWASM also does 
away with the need to pre-compile code which will speed throughput while also integrating better with Layer 2 
solutions and sharding that will be implemented on the consensus layer. It could be part of the solution that leads 
Ethereum to cemented layer 1 longevity.

The Original Cast

An ecosystem of thousands of organizations and companies as well as individuals fund, support and participate in 
the development of Ethereum. The non-profit Ethereum Foundation is one of the original organizations that ensures 
the protocol and ecosystem has the proper support. The co-founder of Ethereum, Vitalik Buterin, also serves as 
a board member and is considered by many as one of the original visionaries in the crypto world. Consensys 
also supports the ecosystem, which was founded in 2015 by Ethereum co-founder Joseph Lubin and is looking 
to expand to 900 employees in 2022. It is already in 30 countries globally as the company created an array of 
Ethereum-based products and activity, including MetaMask, a very popular DeFi non-custodial wallet that manages 
digital assets.

The Ethereum community and team revolve around the Ethereum community hub that connects the wider 
developer, designer and general enthusiast ecosystem and are ultimately supported by longstanding foundations 
and companies that have been pushing growth and adoption since launch the protocol’s launch.
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Caustiously Optimistic About Risk and Challenges

While Ethereum still remains the dominant layer 1 by far, it is simultaneously the target of an ever-evolving 
ecosystem of competitors to no one’s surprise. Many layer 1s, and even layer 2s, are employing EVM compatibility 
to even the playing field and are vying to gain share from Ethereum’s ecosystem by allowing people to interact with 
the protocol via their own blockchain. A great example of this is Fantom that allows EVM (Ethereum compatible) 
dApps to be deployed on their network. Fantom asserts that deploying on their network lowers costs vs directly 
using Ethereum. Evidence can be seen in on-chain TVL dominance. Ethereum accounted for 97% of TVL across 
DeFi in mid-January 2021. Its dominance has fallen by 43% since, or 2.7% per month on average, and sits around 
54% of all DeFi TVL across chains as participants explore other ecosystems. 

The industry could see a world in which Ethereum represents under 25% of DeFi TVL a year from now if the trend 
continues at the same rate. Of course, total TVL can also increase in the meantime where although Ethereum 
could hold a smaller slice, it will be of a larger pie and still claim TVL dominance. 

Layer 2 challenges of scaling may also eventually run into the same issues as the layer 1 execution layer. Solutions 
like Arbitum and Optimism are separate chains, and while transaction speed is fast at the current point in time, 
they may ultimately run into the same congestion issues in the long run when transaction throughput increases. 
Full decentralization after transition to a proof-of-stake network can also be an issue, as large organizations like 
Coinbase are currently running a large share of validator clients on the Beacon chain prior to go-live. 

Other threats may simply be Ethereum’s time to fully implement its consensus layer. Development timelines have 
been delayed multiple times, and while Phase 1 proof-of-stake is being deployed in Q3 2022, it is still possible that 
it slips into 2023 or it gets pushed again for unforeseen reasons. Industry innovation is happening at a breakneck 
pace and the possibility exists that people become impatient and begin to use other layer 1 solutions, which 
may already be happening. Additionally, a deflationary proof-of-stake version of Ethereum may sound enticing at 
first, but the transition to a tighter supply could shift the network away from an elastic one that serves all types of 
transactions to monetary system that incentivizes only certain types of transactions going forward. This type of 
network may take on exaggerated properties of value storage, with a secondary function of processing transactions 
only when economically feasible.
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